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Executive Summary 

New Driftmier Additions 
 In order to accommodate the growing number of engineering students enrolling at the 

University of Georgia (UGA), three separate wings will be added to the existing structure on 597 D.W. 

Brooks Drive. The south wing refers to the existing two-story structure that houses the inner courtyard. 

The west wing comprises of three levels located at the entrance of the building, and the east wing is a 

four level (including a basement) addition towards the rear of the existing structure. The north wing will 

be a saw-tooth design of classrooms and research labs that has been drawn in Figure 1 below.  

 
Figure 1. North wing of Driftmier Engineering Center 

The proposed additions contribute to a significant increase in the size of Driftmier. If all three wings are 

added to the existing structure, the new total square footage is 277,500 ft2. Figure 2 is a virtual 3D 

model representation of the building created in the computer program eQuest.  

 
Figure 2. Proposed new building plan for Driftmier Engineering Center 
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Building Schedules 

 In order to accurately calculate the energy consumption and cooling load of the building, the 

occupancy schedules* and lighting schedules** for each wing were determined from the best 

engineering judgment of the team assembled. The credibility of this group of people who determined 

these values is well established because they spend approximately 80% of their waking hours in the 

current Driftmier Engineering Center. The overall trend in these schedules is that the building will be 

functioning at maximum during the day hours of the fall and spring semester. During the summer, it will 

have a smaller occupancy fraction and thus smaller lighting fraction, and holidays/breaks during the 

school year will have the smallest occupancy and lighting requirements because all of the students and 

professors are absent with only a few faculty present for some of the days.  

*Detailed occupancy schedules located in Appendix A 

**Detailed lighting schedules located in Appendix B 

Energy Consumption 
 Using the model created in eQuest and described above, the Annual Peak Demand for the 

building was calculated with the internal software of the program. Table 1 below clearly shows that over 

the course of one year, the peak demand of space cooling for the building is 295.94 kW. Figure 3 

represents the peak electricity and natural gas demands as percentages of the total. Space cooling 

requires 32% of the total electricity of the building running at its peak usage from the year. The peak 

value of 295.94 kW is associated with the month of August as seen in Table 2, which makes logical sense 

knowing that August is one of the hottest months in Georgia and it is also the month that UGA begins 

classes again for the Fall Semester every year. 

 
Table 1. Annual Peak Demand of Driftmier 
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Figure 3. Percentage electricity and natural gas annual peak demand 

 

 
Table 2. Monthly peak energy demand of Drifmier Engineering Center 

Total Peak Cooling Load: 

 

Chiller Efficiency: 0.6 kW/ton 
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Annual Peak Space Cooling: 294.08 kW 

Total Peak Cooling Load = 490.13 tons 

Ducting Design 

Airflow Summary 
***Data found using estimations from Smith Group PowerPoint Layout Plan square footage 

Energy Savings 

Cooling Recovered: 280,590.6 ton-hours 

Cooling Saved: 238,502 kWh 

Steam Savings: 6,281,058 lbs  

             (5,684 MBtu) 

             ($84,8794) 

Condensate 

Total Potential Condensate: 22.8205 lb water/lb air delivered per hour 

Total Gallons: 565,177 gallons 

Gallons per cfm: 11.30 @ 90% humidity 

    12.56 @ 100% humidity 

  

Air Handling Units 
 

The air handling units are positioned on the upper floors and are divided up by section and floor. 

In total there are five air handling units that server the different areas in Driftmier. The figures below are 

color coded to represent the area served by each air handler. The larger mechanical rooms on the 

second and third floors provide enough space for the air handlers and their respective ducting. These 

rooms are also located on an exterior wall which provides a location for outside air louvers to easily 

supply outside air to the air handlers. The selected mechanical rooms should also have enough room for 

a duct chase to provide a way for the supply air duct to reach the lower floors. Figure 6 and 7 shows the 

color coded air handlers located in the mechanical rooms between the south and west wings. Figure 7 

shows AHU-Ares in the north wing which supplies air to the entire north wing.  
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Figure 5. Driftmier first floor and basement AHU layout 

 

 

Figure 6. Driftmier second floor AHU layout 
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Figure 7. Driftmier third floor AHU layout 

 

 

Ducting Schematic 
 

The ducting schematic (Figure 8) below shows the layout of ductwork on the third floor of the west 

wing. The air handler located in the mechanical room on this floor supplies air to all three floors in this 

wing. The pressure drip calculations are only from this duct layout and the critical path on the third floor 

is probably not the critical path of the system. The assumption is made that the third floor has the 

critical path for sizing purposes. The critical path of the system goes from the air handler to the office in 

the top left corner of the schematic totaling 220 ft of duct from the air handler. The pressure drop 

associated with this path was calculated to be 0.663 inches of water using the E-Ductulator09.xls tool 

provided in the ASHRAE book. The CFM calculations were based off of the figure provided in appendix F 

which shows CFM and approximate duct length.  
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Figure 8. Driftmier third floor duct layout 

 

***Appendix F for cfm and length of duct 

 

Figure 9. Driftmier third floor duct schematic elevation view 
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Fan Analysis 
***only used data from top floor because pressure drop would obviously be greatest from third floor to 

first floor 

***Total peak cooling load from above = 490.13 tons 

***Ares consumes 21.6% of building cooling load, the third floor uses 1/3 of that value = 35.3 tons 
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***Equation: Future Value = initial cost + (yearly cost * number of years) 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Occupancy Schedule Fractions 
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Appendix B: Lighting Schedule Fractions 
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Appendix C: Monthly Peak Demand 
**in pdf form, will input later 

Appendix D: Annual Peak Demand 
**in pdf form, will input later 
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Appendix E: Outdoor Airflow Calculations for Each Floor 

 
Assumed: D=0.8, Ez=1 
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Appendix F: Duct CFM and Length 

 


